Maths

Time: Can you tell the time? Can you
draw the hands on a clock face?
Shape: Can you name 2D shapes?
How are 3D shapes different from
2D shapes?
Position and Direction: Can you
describe which direction to move in
to get to a given point?

Science

Materials: Can you learn the names of materials used to
make everyday things?
What words we can we use to describe the different
materials?
How can we group different everyday items together?

History: How can we explore what the seaside was
like in Victorian times and how it has changed? How
can we discover if Queen Victoria liked the seaside?
Geography: How can you use geographical words to
describe the features at the seaside? Can you
compare the seaside to where we live?

Sculpture: Can you create a 3D
sculpture using soft materials? Why
is it difficult to use hard materials
when making sculptures?
Digital: Can you use a digital camera
to take pictures of your art?

PE
Athletics: Can you explore how we can move quicker
by using different parts of our body?

RE

Philosophy

Reflectiveness: How can we make
sure we are always improving?

Fiction: Can you write a fantasy story?
Non Fiction: Can you write a letter?
Poetry: Can you write a poem using adjectives?
Reading: Why is it important to develop confidence
when reading aloud and be able to explain what you
have read?
Handwriting: Why is it important that your capital
letters are big?
Spelling: How can you use the suffixes -ed,-er, -est
and -ing as well as the prefix un-?

Topic: The Seaside

Art and design

Belonging: How can clothes make you
feel like you belong?
Places of Worship: How can you find
out where people who follow
different religions go to worship?

English

Music
How can we show a connection between pitch and
movement?

Computing

Sound and Stories: How can you make an audio story on
a laptop?

PSHE

Why is it important you understand about yourself
and your future?

D&T

Vehicles: How can you use kits to make vehicles
with moving wheels?

